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Abstract

Query Focused Abstractive Summarization
(QFAS) represents an abstractive summary
from the source document based on a given
query. To measure the performance of abstrac-
tive summarization tasks, different datasets
have been broadly used. However, for QFAS
tasks, only a limited number of datasets have
been used, which are comparatively small
and provide single sentence summaries. This
paper presents a query generation approach,
where we considered most similar words be-
tween documents and summaries for generat-
ing queries. By implementing our query gen-
eration approach, we prepared two relatively
large datasets, namely CNN/DailyMail and
Newsroom which contain multiple sentence
summaries and can be used for future QFAS
tasks. We also implemented a pre-processing
approach to perform QFAS tasks using a pre-
trained language model, BERTSUM. In our
pre-processing approach, we sorted the sen-
tences of the documents from the most query-
related sentences to the less query-related
sentences. Then, we fine-tuned the BERT-
SUM model for generating the abstractive sum-
maries. We also experimented on one of the
largely used datasets, Debatepedia, to compare
our QFAS approach with other models. The ex-
perimental results show that our approach out-
performs the state-of-the-art models on three
ROUGE scores.

1 Introduction

Text summarization has two major types: extrac-
tive summarization and abstractive summarization.
The extractive summarization approach only se-
lects important sentences for generating extractive
summaries and may lose the main context of the
documents. In contrast, the abstractive summariza-
tion approach considers all the sentences of the
document to hold the actual context of the doc-
ument and paraphrase sentences to generate ab-

stractive summaries. Query focused abstractive
summarization (QFAS) emphasizes those sentences
relevant to the given query and generates abstrac-
tive summaries based on the query. For exam-
ple, a user may need to know the summary of the
tourist places located in Vancouver rather than all
the tourist places of the entire Canada. Then the
QFAS approach will focus on the query keywords
‘tourist places’‘Vancouver’and generate an abstrac-
tive summary.

With the advancement of the neural network,
modern approaches of text summarization have
focused on abstractive summarization, which para-
phrases the words in the sentences by using
encoder-decoder architecture (Rush et al., 2015;
Nallapati et al., 2016; See et al., 2017; Tan et al.,
2017; Narayan et al., 2018). With the RNN
encoder-decoder model, Hu et al. (2015) intro-
duced a dataset for Chinese text summarization. To
solve the problem of recurring words in encoder-
decoder models, Chen et al. (2016) have given an
attention model to minimize the repetition of the
same words and phrases.

In other works, the transformer model has been
used to get better summaries (Egonmwan and Chali,
2019). A pretrained language model, Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2019) model can com-
bine the word and sentence representations in a sin-
gle substantial transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017),
which can be fine-tuned for next sentence predic-
tion tasks. Recently, the BERT has been used on
the BERTSUM model for summarization tasks and
showed state-of-the-art results (Liu and Lapata,
2019). However, all these research works were
focused only on generating better abstractive sum-
maries and did not consider the relevance of query
for abstractive summarization.

Query focused summarization highlights those
sentences which are relevant to the context of a
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given query. Still, only few works have been done
on QFAS (Nema et al., 2017; Hasselqvist et al.,
2017; Aryal and Chali, 2020). Here, Nema et al.
(2017), Aryal and Chali (2020) independently used
Debatepedia1 (Nema et al., 2017) dataset and Has-
selqvist et al. (2017) used CNN/DailyMail2 (Her-
mann et al., 2015) dataset for QFAS tasks. Debate-
pedia dataset is a small dataset which consists of
single sentence summaries. Hence, we intended to
investigate whether relatively large datasets with
multiple sentence summaries perform better on
QFAS tasks. We prepared and used two large
datasets; CNN/DailyMail and Newsroom3 (Grusky
et al., 2018) for our QFAS task, which have mul-
tiple sentence summaries. Using CNN/DailyMail
dataset, Hasselqvist et al. (2017) generated queries
for QFAS task and conducted their research exper-
iments. In their query generation approach, the
authors considered only summaries and did not fo-
cus on the relevant documents which may have an
impact on the performance of their proposed model.
Therefore, we developed our new query generation
approach, considering the relevant documents and
summaries for our QFAS task.

In our QFAS approach, we emphasized on the in-
put representation and implemented our idea of
sorting the sentences of the documents accord-
ing to the corresponding queries. Then we used
our pre-processed input to fine-tune the BERT-
SUM model for generating abstractive summaries.
For CNN/DailyMail our approach achieved bet-
ter ROUGE scores than the work of Hasselqvist
et al. (2017). As there is no previous work which
performs QFAS tasks on Newsroom dataset, we
present our results for future research compari-
son. We also implemented our query generation
and QFAS approaches on Debatepedia dataset and
found that our approaches work well on Debatepe-
dia dataset in comparison with the existing QFAS
based research works.

2 Related Work

The research work of Nema et al. (2017) imple-
mented the attention model for both queries and
documents on Debatepedia dataset. Their model
succeeded in solving the problem of repeating
phrases in summaries. They proposed a model
with two key addition to the encode attend decode

1https://github.com/PrekshaNema25/
DiverstiyBasedAttentionMechanism

2https://cs.nyu.edu/˜kcho/DMQA/
3http://lil.nlp.cornell.edu/newsroom/

model. In other work, Aryal and Chali (2020) fo-
cused on solving the problem of noisy encoder.
The authors focused on representing the input se-
quence in a selective approach and used sequence-
to-sequence model on Debatepedia dataset to gen-
erate query focused abstractive summaries. Has-
selqvist et al. (2017) proposed a pointer-generator
model for query focused abstractive summariza-
tion on CNN/DailyMail dataset. They incorporated
attention and pointer generation mechanism on a
sequence-to-sequence model.

To perform many natural language tasks pre-
trained language models have been used (Devlin
et al., 2019). Introducing a novel document level
encoder based on BERT, Liu and Lapata (2019) pro-
posed a fine-tuning schedule and named the model
as BERTSUM to generate summaries. For the de-
coding phase, they followed the same approach as
Vaswani et al. (2017). But in their work, they did
not consider the query relevance for the summa-
rization. Therefore, we used the BERTSUM model
as a pretrained language model for QFAS task. We
pre-processed the input according to the query and
then fine-tuned the BERTSUM model to generate
query focused abstractive summaries.

3 Dataset Preparation

In this work, we used three datasets;
CNN/DailyMail, Newsroom and Debatepe-
dia for our experiments. For our QFAS task, we
prepared these three datasets with our new query
generation approach. The CNN/DailyMail dataset
comprises of 287K news articles with 3-4 lines
related highlights. In our work, we collected the
stories as the text documents and the highlights
as the corresponding summaries. In this way, the
summaries contain more than one sentence which
made the dataset more useful for the pretrained
language models. The Newsroom dataset has
been developed from 38 major news publications.
The authors collected words and phrases from
articles to generate summaries by combining
the abstractive and extractive approaches. In
Newsroom, there are three types of datasets:
Abstractive, Extractive, and Mixed. For our QFAS
task, we used Abstractive and Mixed datasets of
Newsroom where we eliminated those data which
had single sentence summaries. The Debatepedia
dataset corpus has 663 debates under 53 categories.
Though the dataset contains single sentence
summaries, some QFAS models used this dataset

https://github.com/PrekshaNema25/DiverstiyBasedAttentionMechanism
https://github.com/PrekshaNema25/DiverstiyBasedAttentionMechanism
https://cs.nyu.edu/~kcho/DMQA/
http://lil.nlp.cornell.edu/newsroom/
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for their experiments. Therefore, we experimented
our query generation and QFAS approaches using
the Debatepedia dataset to compare whether our
new approach outperforms the state-of-the art
result or not.

Figure 1: Generated query from given document and
summary in CNN/DailyMail

3.1 Our Query Generation Approach

When we search in a text with our given query, we
expect the presence of those query keywords in
our search results. In query focused summariza-
tion, both the generated summary as well as the
source document should contain the context of the
query keywords. For example, we have a docu-
ment that contains a patient’s medicine information
corresponding to his/her different diseases. If the
patient wants to know about his/her diabetes related
medicine information as a summary and provide a
query (‘diabetes’ ‘medicine ’), then the main docu-
ment should contain the information on ‘diabetes’
and ‘medicine’. Otherwise, we can assume that
the source document has no information regarding
that person’s diabetes related medicine, and both
the document and the query will be considered as
invalid. Similarly, in the summary, the presence of
these two keywords will confirm that the generated
summary is query relevant. The query holds the
context of the summary, where the context of the
query keywords should be present in the source
document. For this reason, we considered those
words from the summary that are most similar to
the document.

In our query generation approach, we pre-
processed each document and the document’s cor-
responding summary. We performed tokenization,
the removal of the stop words, and lemmatization
as pre-processing steps. Then we used the Python

library, spaCy4 and trained a pretrained model
‘en core web md’ with the source document. Then,
we considered each word of the summary and cal-
culated the cosine similarity with the trained model.
Finally, we selected five most similar words as our
query. In Figure 1, we have shown our generated
query from a document and the corresponding sum-
mary for CNN/DailyMail. Here, we can observe
that the word ‘action’ is not present in the source
document but convey contextual relation with the
document and hence selected as one of the query
keywords.

4 Our Summarization Framework

We used the source document and query as the sys-
tem input and generated summary as system out-
put. Our summarization framework has two parts,
at first we pre-processed the source document ac-
cording to the query by which we incorporated the
query relevance to our QFAS task. Then, we used
the BERTSUM model to generate abstractive sum-
maries, where we fine-tuned the model with our
pre-processed source documents. Our summariza-
tion approach is shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Our Pre-Processing Approach

We sorted the sentences of a document according
to the relevance of the generated query. Given a
document, D = {S1, S2, ..., Sn} and generated
query, Q = {q1, q2, ..., qm}, we ordered the sen-
tences to get the sorted document, DSORT =
{..., Si, Sj , ...}, where, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n; i 6= j; and
similarity(Q,Si) ≥ similarity(Q,Sj).

Here, we used the Python library, spaCy and
trained ‘en core web md’ model with the query.
Then, for each sentence of the document, we calcu-
lated the cosine similarity with the trained model.
Finally, we sorted the document from the most sim-
ilar to the less similar values.

4.2 Fine-Tuning the BERTSUM Model

In this paper, we followed the same fine-tuning
approach of Liu and Lapata (2019). We selected
sorted sentences one by one from the document,
DSORT and tokenized each sentence by following
the work of Durrett et al. (2016). Then, we incor-
porated the [CLS] token at the beginning of each
sentence and assigned three embeddings; token em-
bedding, segmentation embedding, and position

4https://spacy.io/

https://spacy.io/
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Figure 2: Our summarization approach (Pre-processing and Fine-tuning)

embedding for each token. Finally, the summa-
tion of three embeddings of the input document
was passed to the transformer. Token embedding
has been used to represent the meaning of each
token, whereas segmentation embedding is used to
identify each sentence separately. The position em-
bedding has been used to determine the position of
each token. Following the same encoder-decoder
framework of See et al. (2017), we used pretrained
encoder and 6-layered transformer for decoder as
Liu and Lapata (2019) used for their BERTSUM
model. We used Adam optimizers, β1 = 0.9 for the
encoder, and β2 = 0.999 for the decoder to make
our fine-tuning stable and used the learning rates
for encoder and decoder as in following equations:

α = α̃.min(N−0.5, N.warmup−1.5)

where, N stands for the iteration number,
warmup is 20, 000 for the encoder and 10, 000
for the decoder, and α̃ is 2e−3 for the encoder and
0.1 for the decoder.

5 Experimental Setups

We implemented our query generation and QFAS
approaches on CNN/DailyMail, Newsroom and
Debatepedia datasets using the same experimental
setup.

5.1 Implementation Details
We trained the model for 200, 000 steps on TITAN
X GPU (GTX Machine) and used PyTorch (Paszke
et al., 2017), OpenNMT (Klein et al., 2017). We
imported ‘bert-base-uncased’ of the BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) model for utilizing the BERTSUM
model. We set the dropout probability 0.1 and the
label-smoothing factor 0.1 (Szegedy et al., 2016).
For the encoder, we took 768 hidden units with the
hidden size for feed-forward layers 2, 048. In the
decoding phase, we used beam size 5, and tuned
the length penalty between 0.6 and 1.0 (Wu et al.,
2016).

5.2 Evaluation
We evaluated our approach for all datasets using
ROUGE-1 (R1), ROUGE-2 (R2), and ROUGE-L
(RL) (Lin, 2004), which calculate the word-overlap
between the reference and the system summaries.

6 Result

Table 1 presents the comparison of R1, R2 and
RL scores for Debatepedia dataset. We compared
our Recall (R) values of R1, R2 and RL with the
works of Nema et al. (2017) and Aryal and Chali
(2020). After comparing the results we observed
that, our approach successfully achieved new state-
of-the-art results for QFAS task. We also provided
our Precision (P) and F1-measure (F1) values in
Table 1.
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Model R1 R2 RL
R P F1 R P F1 R P F1

Diversity Model
(Nema et al., 2017)

41.26 − − 18.75 − − 40.43 − −

Selective Model
(Aryal and Chali, 2020)

43.22 − − 27.40 − − 42.73 − −

Our Approach 47.16 12.38 19.23 27.48 6.71 10.58 44.07 11.48 17.91

Table 1: ROUGE (%) scores of abstractive models on the Debatepedia test set.

Table 2 illustrates F1 values of R1, R2 and RL
scores for CNN/DailyMail dataset. After compar-
ing our results with the work of Hasselqvist et al.
(2017), we observed that our approach efficiently
performed better for CNN/DailyMail dataset.

Model R1 R2 RL
PG Model 18.25 5.04 16.17
(Hasselqvist et al., 2017)

Our Approach 44.91 21.81 41.70

Table 2: ROUGE-F1 (%) scores of abstractive models
on the CNN/DailyMail test set.

For Newsroom dataset, no previous QFAS work
has been performed. Therefore, in Table 3 we
present our F1 values of R1, R2 and RL scores
for Abstractive and Mixed datasets of Newsroom
for future QFAS comparison.

Dataset R1 R2 RL
Abstractive 15.05 2.26 13.50
Mixed 40.67 22.66 36.92

Table 3: ROUGE-F1 (%) scores of our approach on the
Newsroom test set.

7 Conclusion

In this research, one of our aim was to incorpo-
rate query and prepare two datasets which contain
multiple sentence summaries for QFAS task. Our
another goal was to pre-process the source docu-
ments with a new document sorting approach and
then fed to the pretrained model. We targeted to
fine-tune the BERTSUM model for our QFAS task.
We compared our results and investigated that our
QFAS approach successfully achieved new state-of-
the-art results for Debatepedia and CNN/DailyMail
datasets. As no previous research used Newsroom
dataset for QFAS task, we provided our results of
Newsroom dataset for future comparison of the
related research work.
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